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I want to use target types clause of 
relationship type definition to restrict the A 
and B ends of the relationship such that 
· a deployable node can be enhanced by 

an extension node and
· An extension node can be enhanced by 

an extension node but 
· But deployable node cannot be 

enhanced by another deployable node
so either
 relationship definition needs a change
or Extension Node and Deployable
node have to have suitable capabilities 
defined. Maybe capabilities is 
the discriminator between deployable and 
supplementary nodes (not directive – which 
cannot be applied to node type definitions 
anyway)
So in each case the illustrated association 
class would be wrapped in reqs/caps.
I do this with NodeExtension capability

Can do 1:*, 
*:1 and *:* 
cardinalities 

using this 
technique

The content of SID 
MetricDefinition is 
represented in a 
TOSCA as a node type 
definition with the 
NodeExtension 
capability

Each child relationship is a synonym 
for NodeSupplementedBy; no 
refinement takes place. The only 
value in sub-classing these 
relationships from 
NodeSupplementedBy is that the 
appropriate relationship name can 
be used when  extending one node 
with another

It would be more precise if each 
relationship type definition included 
a valid_target_type clause to limit 
the target node by node type but 
currently it only takes an argument 
which is a node capability. (So name 
is misleading anyway, should be 
valid_target_capabilities)

This seems to work well for adding properties 
an attributes to node definitions but the 
technique is not available for use in interface 
definitions.

All edges between Nodes which are 
children of Extension Node are 
children of NodeIsExtendedBy but for 
diagram clarity not all are shown as 
such

ConsequenceMetricNotification 
needs to be able to extend nodes in 
the standard way and so must have 
the NodeExtension capability which it 
inherits from NodeExtension. But it is 
a notification and notifications have 
their own parent in TOSCA. To resolve 
this the node must include an 
interface which includes the 
notification.

ConsequenceMetricNotification 
is a Node Type

ConsequenceMetricNotification 
is a Notification Type

ConsequenceMetricNotification 
is an Interface Type

This resource node type is extended by the SID 
metric graph.
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